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Current Contents e
is available on tape

Readers
would be

occasionally
suggest that it
desirable
to have (krrenf

Ckmtents available

on

magnetic

tapes.

We agree. Assuming that by these
suggestions the readers mean that we
should have machme readable biblb
graphic information for the articles pub
lished in journals covered by Current
Contents on tape, then such tapes are
indeed available. However, when we introduced the tapes-over
three years agowe elected to call them 1S1 Tapes. That
was a mistake.
Despite

our efforts

over the years,

people Still fail tO associate ]S1’S n~e
with Ctmrent Contents Thus, they have
been unaware that the 1S1 Tapes described in our advertising and elsewhere
are essentially the Current Contents tapes
that they would like to obtain.
Regardless of their name, 1S1’s tapes
offer a wealth of useful data for current
awareness services, indexing systems, retrospective searches or special research
projects.
1S1
Source
graphic
articles,

tapes

consist of two fdes. The
Tapes contain complete biblioinformation on newly published
the same articles listed in Current
Contents.
Each week approximately
7,000 source items (authors, addresses
and article titles) are provided in 1S1
Source Tapes.
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The

1S1 CYtation

100,000 bibliographic
notes for previously
which have been cited
the Source Tapes of

Tapes contain
citations or footpublished
works
in the articles in
the same week.

A wide variety
able to subscribers

of options are avail1S1 Source Tapes or
Citation Tapes can be obtained separately
or on a composite tape. If desired, your
tapes can be “pm-searched” - limited to
journals covered by CC/ L.i~e Sciences or
CC/ Physical Sciences, or to any other
selective list of the more than 2,000
journals now being processed by 1S1 for
the Science Citatbn Index. Similarly,
your pre-searched tapes can be limited
to a detailed profile identical to those
provided in our ASCA setices

New tapes are supplied at weekly
intends
and are thus suitable for use as
input to produce in-house alerting publications or SDI services, or for your own
selective KWIC, KWOC, citation, author
or corporate indexes Annual cumulation
tapes (Source File, Citation File, or both)
for the years 1964 through 1968 are
also available.
These annual cumulation tapes provide a massive data bank for a variety
of retrospective searching activities. Software packages, developed by 1S1 and our
cooperating
clients,
are available to
achieve a wide range of outputs.
If
Current Contents Tapes interest you, we
would be happy to discuss your requirements with you.

